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In this note, we shall establish the following result:

Theorem. Suppose k is an integer 2:0, a<b, and mit)f^0 is a com-

plex-valued function of class Ch on [a, b] itaking left- and right-handed

derivatives at the endpoints). Then there exists a complex-valued function

Fit), of class Ck+1 on [a, b], such that the following conditions are

satisfied:

1. j   iFit))"mit)dt = lifn=l,

= 0 if n is an integer > 1.

2. F^ia) = F«(J) =0       (j = 0, • • ■ , k +1).

In our proof of this result, we may assume that m(t)^0 for t in

[a, b], and that CVO, where C is the integral of m(t) over [a, b].

To see this, note that [a, b] always possesses a subinterval [a', b'],

over which both mil) and its integral are nonzero. A solution to the

problem can thus be obtained by first solving the corresponding

problem for [a', b'], and then extending the resulting function to [a, b]

by defining it to be zero outside [a', b']. We may also assume, by a

linear transformation if necessary, that a = Q and b = 2ir. Finally,

we may assume that C=2ir, for if this is not initially the case, we can

bring it about by replacing mit) by 2irmit)/C.

Definition. For rj in (0, 1), define g,(/) to be the function inverse

to t+n sin t (0g<g27r). Note that g,(0) =0, and g,(2s-) =2tt.

Remark. It is evident by Rouche's theorem, that for sufficiently

small n, g,it) can be holomorphically extended into any fixed disc

about the origin.

Definition. For -n in (0, 1), define/,(0 = (exp ig^it))/irn. Note that

/,(0)=/,(2tt) = 1M.

Lemma. For any -n in (0, 1),

(1) f   ifM"dt = 1 if n = 1,
J 0

= 0 if n is an integer > 1.
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Proof. Making the substitution s = g„(t), we see that

/►2t                                                     /» 2t      g«'n«
e.n»,(<)^ =   (ttt,)-"   I - ds

0 J 0        gi (1)

/> 2x eiB*(l + ij cos s)d.y,
o

and the conclusion of the lemma follows immediately.

Proof of the Theorem. For t in [0, 2ir], define M(t)=Jlm(s)ds,

and denote by T the curve traced out in the complex plane by M(t),

as / runs from 0 to 2x. Note that T begins at 0 and terminates at 2ir.

Now let i) be so small that /,(/) is holomorphic in a disc about the

origin which contains T. Then

f T(/,(M(t)))"m(l)dt =  f (/v(z))"dz
J o J r

/i 2x
(/,(*))"*,

0

where the last equality follows from Cauchy's theorem.

Thus, if we define F(t) =/v(M(t))(\ —n-n/v(M(t)))k+2, it follows from

(1), and from the fact that/,(0) =/,(2t) = \/wq, that we are done.

Remarks. 1. By defining g„(t) to be the function inverse to

/   »       sin Njt\
t + v[ l^aj —-— ).

\y-i Nj   /

we can arbitrarily prescribe the values of any finite number of the

integrals in (1) of the theorem.

2. There are several questions which can be asked about possible

relationships between the degrees of regularity of the functions F(t)

and m(t) which occur in the theorem. For example, if m(t) is C°° with

compact support in [a, b], is there always an F(t) in the same class

which satisfies (1) of the theorem? Similarly, if m(t) is holomorphic in

a neighborhood of [a, b], is there always an F(t) in the same class

which satisfies (1) of the theorem?
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